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Abstract

Feedback delay has been identified as a key ingredient in the quorum sensing synchronization
of synthetic gene oscillators. While this influence has been evidenced at the theoretical level in
a simplified system of degrade-and-fire oscillators coupled via a common activator protein, full
mathematical certifications remained to be provided. Here, we prove from a rigorous mathemat-
ical viewpoint that, for the very same model, the synchronized degrade-and-fire oscillations are
1/ unstable with respect to out-of-sync perturbations in absence of delay, and 2/ are otherwise
asymptotically stable in presence of delay, no matter how small is its amplitude. To that goal,
we proceed to an extensive study of the population dynamics in this system, which in particular
identifies the mechanisms of, and related criteria for, the delay-dependent stability of periodic
orbits with respect to out-of-sync perturbations. As an additional outcome, the analysis also
reveals that, depending on the parameters, multiple stable partially synchronized periodic orbits
can coexist with the fully synchronized one.

May 14, 2024.

1 Introduction

Starting with the toggle-switch and repressilator [2, 3], elementary regulatory circuits have been
proposed, and implemented, as basic building blocks of gene networks in Synthetic Biology. By
understanding (and by controlling) the functioning of simple representative examples, this now
popular field of research intends to yield advances in bio-engineering and medical applications,
beyond intrinsic interest to fundamental biology [16].

A more recent development of Synthetic Biology aims at investigating the collective dimension
of the regulatory dynamics in populations composed by many individuals equipped with simple
genetic circuits. In particular, in suitably designed populations of quorum sensing oscillators,
stunning evidence of fully synchronized oscillations has been obtained, bringing a standard notion
in Physics into the realm of micro-biological colonies [1].

This experimental phenomenology has called for theoretical conceptualization based on (sim-
plified) mathematical models for the underlying systems dynamics. In particular, the state of each
individual in [1] is represented by the concentration of an auto-repressor protein. Oscillatory be-
haviour then results from a negative feedback loop for the protein concentration level. The system
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has been designed so that the production occurs via short but large bursts. Fast production is
followed by a slow degradation over longer time intervals. Under appropriate considerations, this
degrade-and-fire (DF) mechanism can be represented by a differential equation whose vector field
is negative constant (corresponding to degradation) and where the concentration is instantaneously
reset when it reaches 0 (firing) [17].

In simple models of coupled DF oscillators, rigorous proofs of a sharp transition from a virtu-
ally uncoupled regime to massive clustering upon increase of the interaction strength, have been
established [4, 5] and confirm appropriate modelling of the phenomenology.

In a more elaborated model [18], the quorum sensing mechanism that favours synchrony relies on
the presence of a common activator protein that increases the amplitude of the firings. The activator
concentration is encoded in an additional variable that is coupled to the mean concentration of the
individual repressors. Moreover, as a simplification of the detailed mechanistic model in [1], a delay
has been introduced into the dynamics, which affects the activator concentration involved in the
firings. Numerics and theoretical investigations have revealed that this delay plays a crucial role in
stabilizing the synchronized oscillations.

Delayed interactions are known to have a significant impact of the functioning of biological sys-
tems, for instance in the regulation of the synchronization of oscillations in gene networks during
development [10, 13, 14]. There exists a large literature on the Lyapunov stability of synchronized
oscillations in systems of delayed differential equations [9, 11, 19]. The literature also includes in-
stances of systems whose characteristics are close (but distinct) to the degrade-and-fire oscillators
and for which stability is shown to sharply depend on the parameter(s) [7, 15]. The crucial role
played by the delay to favor synchronization has been highlighted in different situations. For exam-
ple in [12], it has been shown how a time-delayed coupling between two oscillators can result into
synchronization for arbitrarily small size of the coupling strength (while perturbation arguments
show that synchrony cannot be achieved in absence of delay).

Back to [18], the authors have carried out a numerical investigation of the typical orbits arising
in their model under various conditions. In particular, different values of the degradation rate of the
concentration of the activator protein, different responses of the reset value on the concentration of
the activator, different delays, and different amplitude of the noise (added at each firing event) have
been considered. The system exhibits a plethora of behaviours, especially synchronization, stable
and metastable clustering, and absence of synchronization. One of the main outcomes of these
investigations is that the delay in the coupling has a crucial role in favoring the synchronization of
the concentrations.

The goal of the present paper is to mathematically certify the observations in [18]. More
precisely, we prove in particular that for the deterministic dynamics of the model therein, the
synchronized oscillations are unstable (with respect to out-of-sync perturbations) in absence of
delay, and that they are otherwise asymptotically stable for every positive delay.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we recall the definition of the model and we provide
the basic properties that are useful for the analysis of its dynamics. Then, we proceed in Section
3 to the study of the existence and the delay-dependent stability of the fully synchronized periodic
orbit (Proposition 3.1). This analysis identifies the main mechanisms involved in that phenomenol-
ogy. These elements are further developed in Section 4 which presents a systematic approach
to the stability of arbitrary periodic orbits with partially synchronized repressor concentrations.
In particular, a criterion for instability in absence of delay and another criterion for stability in
presence of delay are established. The theory culminates with a delay-dependent existence and
stability statement (Theorem 4.4) which is based on the corresponding properties inside the par-
tially synchronized subspace, in absence of delay. Theorem 4.4 is the extension of Proposition 3.1
to arbitrary partially synchronized orbits. Finally, an example of application to periodic orbits
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with several clusters of equi-distributed repressor concentrations is given, which shows in particular
that several forms of asymptotically stable (partially) synchronized oscillations can coexist in this
system.

Aknowledgments: This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 843880.

2 The dynamical system and its basic properties

2.1 Definition of the dynamics

Following [18], we consider a population of N DF oscillators (N ∈ N) represented by the variable
(x, A) ∈ (R+)N+1 where x = (x1, · · · , xN ) ∈ (R+)N collects the concentrations xi of the repressor
proteins and A denotes the activator concentration.

The dynamics can be depicted as follows. Each repressor concentration decays independently
at constant speed -1. When it reaches zero, it is instantaneously reset to a value that depends on
the activator concentration. We shall refer to reset events as firings. In addition, the repressor
proteins contribute to the synthesis of activator, which itself also degrades at constant rate. In
formal terms, time variations of the variable (x, A) are governed by the following coupled equations{

ẋi(t) = −1 if xi(t) > 0
xi(t

+) = R+ νA(t− τ) if xi(t) = 0
∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (1)

Ȧ(t) = m(t)− βA(t) if m(t+) = m(t) where m(t) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 xi(t) (2)

with initial repressor concentration vector x(0) = x0 ∈ R+ and initial activator concentration
profile A|[−τ,0] ∈ (R+)[−τ,0].

The dynamics depends on four parameters,1 namely R, β, ν ∈ R+
∗ and τ ∈ R+ for which, for

the sake of the analysis, we impose the conditions2

ν < β and τ < R,

and the inequalities (8) and (11) below. Some of the formal statements below explicitly express
the dependence on certain parameters, especially β and τ . In these cases, all other parameters are
implictly assumed to be given beforehand.

As norms are concerned, both in RN and for real functions, we shall use the following notations

∥x∥N = max
i∈{1,··· ,N}

|xi| and ∥A|I∥0 := sup
t∈I

|A(t)|,

where N ∈ N and the interval I are arbitrary.

2.2 Basic considerations and elementary properties

2.2.1 Existence of global trajectories and conditions for well-posedness in (R+)N+1

Existence and uniqueness of global solutions. Given an arbitrary function A : [−τ,+∞) →
R+, an index i ∈ {1, · · · , N} and x0i ∈ R+, equation (1) for the single real variable xi, with

1The definition in [18] has an additional parameter for the repressors decay rate. However, this rate can be set to
1 by an appropriate rescaling of the variables and other parameters.

2Notice that the inequalities ν < β and τ < R hold in all numerical results in [18].
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initial condition xi(0) = x0i , trivially admits a unique piecewise linear left continuous solution
xi : [0,+∞) → R+ with constant slope −1 and positive jump discontinuities at firings.

Independently, let m : [0,+∞) → R+ be an arbitrary left continuous piecewise affine function
with finitely many discontinuities in every bounded interval and let A0 ∈ R+ be arbitrary. Equation
(2) with initial condition A(0) = A0 admits a unique continuous solution A(t) = ϕt

m(A0) where
ϕ·
m : [0,+∞) → R+ is defined by the following variation of constant formula3

ϕt
m(A) :=

(
A+

∫ t

0
eβsm(s)ds

)
e−βt. (3)

In addition, this expression implies that A(t) is Lipschitz continuous on every bounded interval. Its
Lipschitz constant is controlled by the supremum of m on the interval under consideration together
with the value of A.

Put together, and since the mean value 1
N

∑N
i=1 xi(t) associated with the solution must be left

continuous and has finitely many jumps on every interval [0, t], the arguments above imply that the
coupled equations (1)-(2) have, given any initial datum (x0, A|[−τ,0]), a unique global solution
(x(t), A(t)) such that x(0) = x0 and t 7→ A(t) is continuous on t ∈ R+.

From equation (1) and expression (3), one easily deduces that each oscillator must fire infinitely
often in every trajectory. Moreover, the time duration between two consecutive firings of any given
oscillator is equal to the reset concentration at the previous firing; in particular this time cannot
be smaller than R. In addition, the first firing time of oscillator i is x0i .

Condition for well-posedness in (R+)N+1. To provide the profile A|[−τ,0) in the initial datum
only serves to specify the reset concentration(s) at any firing that would occur in the time interval
[0, τ). Actually, since τ < R, only the first firing of some/all oscillators - those firings at the times
x0i < τ - can occur in this interval, because any reset value is at least R. Therefore, it suffices
to provide (x0, A0 and) the values A(x0i − τ) for x0i < τ , in order to define the trajectory, ie. the
dynamics is indeed well-posed in finite dimension.

In particular, for τ = 0, the knowledge of (x0, A0) suffices to define the trajectory; hence the
dynamics is well-posed in (R+)N+1, which is particularly convenient for the stability analysis of
periodic orbits.

When τ > 0, if
minx0 := min

i
x0i ≥ τ,

then no firing can occur in the time interval [0, τ); hence the subsequent trajectory is again well-
defined given only (x0, A0). This is also the case when minx0 < τ if it is impossible that a firing
occurs in the past time interval [minx0−τ, 0). Indeed, one can reverse the time direction in equation
(2) in order to compute the values A(x0i − τ) for x0i < τ using (x0, A0). More precisely, we have

A(x0i − τ) = ϕ
x0
i−τ

m (A0) where for t ∈ R+, ϕ−t
m (A) is defined by the backward time variation of

constant formula

ϕ−t
m (A) :=

(
A−

∫ t

0
e−βsm(−s)ds

)
eβt, (4)

with m(−s) = m0 + s for s ∈ [0, τ −minx0 ] and m0 := 1
N

∑N
i=1 x

0
i . We must also make sure that

the values A(x0i − τ) are non-negative, viz. A0 ≥ Ax0(τ), where

Ax0(τ) :=

∫ τ

0
e−βs(m0 + s)ds,

3Indeed, equation (2) determines ϕt
m(A0) on a dense subset of R+, which can then be uniquely extended to the

entire R+ by continuity.
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(which tends to 0 as τ → 0).
As expression (3), the backward time formula (4) is Lipschitz continuous on every bounded

interval. Given x, A, β and τ , let K := Kx,A,β,τ be its Lipschitz constant on [0, τ ] when computed

with m(−s) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 xi + s.

Claim 2.1. Assume that minx0 ≥ τ or minx0 < τ and

maxx0 := max
i

x0i < R+ νA0 + (νK + 1)minx0 − (2νK + 1)τ and A0 ≥ Ax(τ).

Then the trajectory is well-defined given (x0, A0) ∈ (R+)N+1 and lies in (R+)N+1.

Proof: The proof is immediate. Together with the Lipschitz continuity mentioned above, the
condition in the statement implies

xi(t) = maxx0 + t < R+ νA(t− τ), ∀t ∈ [minx0 − τ, 0],

ie. no reset value can be attained by the backward flow; hence no firing can occur in the time
interval [minx0 − τ, 0). □

Notice finally that the last inequality indicates that the following stronger condition

maxx0 +minx0 < R− τ and A0 ≥ Ax(τ), (5)

suffices to obtain the same conclusion. We shall use this sronger condition in the stability analysis
of the synchronized periodic orbit in Section 3.3. Moreover, notice also that the condition in Claim
2.1 will be necessary for the stability analysis of periodic orbits with equidistributed repressor
concentrations (see Section 4.6).

2.2.2 Attracting invariant set

The dissipative term in equation (2) suggests that the trajectories should asymptotically approach
a bounded forward invariant set. This property is formally expressed in the next statement. Let

Amax :=
R

β − ν
and Q := [0, R+ νAmax]

N × [0, Amax]. (6)

Lemma 2.2. Assume that x0 ∈ [0, R + νAmax]
N and A|[−τ,0] ∈ [0, Amax]

[−τ,0]. Then the solution
satisfies

(x(t), A(t)) ∈ Q, ∀t ∈ R+.

In addition, given any initial datum (x0, A|[−τ,0]), the subsequent trajectory satisfies

lim sup
t→+∞

A(t) ≤ Amax, and then lim sup
t→+∞

xi(t) ≤ R+ νAmax ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N}.

In the rest of the paper, we always assume that (x(t), A(t)) ∈ Q for all t ∈ R+, even when this
is not explicitly stated.

Proof. Assume that x0 ∈ [0, R + νAmax]
N and A|[−τ,0] ∈ [0, Amax]

[−τ,0]. Then, expression (3)
implies that A(t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ R+. We prove that A(t) ≤ Amax for all t ∈ R+ (and then
maxi xi(t) ≤ R + νAmax for all t ∈ R+) by contradiction. Since t 7→ ϕt

m(A(0)) is continuous,
assume otherwise the existence of δ, tδ ∈ R+

∗ such that

A(tδ) = Amax + δ and A(t) < Amax + δ for t ∈ [−τ, tδ).
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Then, we certainly have m(t) < R+ ν(Amax + δ) for t ∈ [0, tδ). Using expression (3), the definition
of Amax and the condition ν < β successively imply

A(tδ) ≤
(
Amax + (R+ ν(Amax + δ))

eβtδ − 1

β

)
e−βtδ = Amax +

ν

β
δ(1− e−βtδ) < Amax + δ

which is impossible.

Considering now an arbitrary trajectory, we first prove that for every t∗ > maxx0 such that

A(t∗) = max
t∈[−τ,t∗]

A(t),

we must have A(t∗) ≤ Amax. By contradiction, the fact that all oscillators must have been reset at
least once before time t∗ and the definition of t∗ imply that we must have m(t∗) ≤ R+ νA(t∗) and
hence

Ȧ(t∗) ≤ R+ νA(t∗)− βA(t∗) < 0

where the second inequality follows from A(t∗) > Amax. Moreover, the derivative Ȧ(t) is left
continuous. Hence A must be decreasing in the left neighbourhood of t∗, which is impossible from
the definition of t∗. Therefore, we must have supt∈R+ A(t) < +∞ in every trajectory.

In order to prove that lim supt→+∞A(t) ≤ Amax, we use a bootstrap argument. Let ρ ∈ (0, 1)
be sufficiently large so that ν < ρβ. We claim that for every δ > 0 such that

A(t) ≤ (1 + δ)Amax, ∀t ∈ [−τ,+∞), (7)

there exists tδ ∈ R+ such that A(t) ≤ (1+ ρδ)Amax for all t ∈ [tδ,+∞). Indeed, assume firstly that
A(t) > (1 + ρδ)Amax for all t ∈ R. Then we would have

Ȧ(t) < −β(1 + ρδ)Amax +R+ ν(1 + δ)Amax = (ν − ρβ)Amaxδ < 0, ∀t ∈ R+,

ie. A(t) would have to decrease at least linearly. Given the inequality (7), it would be impossible
that it remains above (1 + ρδ)Amax forever. Moreover, a similar reasoning implies that if A(tδ) =
(1 + ρδ)Amax, then we must have A(t) ≤ A(tδ) for all t > tδ.

2.2.3 Preservation of the order in which the oscillators fire

Since all degradation rates are equal, in every trajectory, the initial ordering of the repressor
concentrations is preserved until the first firing. Under the assumption

ν <
β

1 + βR
, (8)

we are going to show that, when inside Q, between any two consecutive firings of a given oscillator,
every reset concentration must lie above the current concentration of that oscillator. By induction,
this implies that, after the last of the first firing times of each oscillator, the order of the repressor
concentrations is cyclically permuted at each firing (and evidently remains constant in time between
firings), implying that the order in which the oscillators fire is preserved forever. That property
will make the analysis of the dynamics simpler.

Given i ∈ {1, · · · , N} and k ∈ N, let tki be the instant of the kth firing of oscillator i.
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Claim 2.3. Assume that inequality (8) holds and consider a trajectory for which (x(t), A(t)) ∈ Q
for all t ∈ R+. Let i ∈ {1, · · · , N} and k ∈ N be arbitrary. If an oscillator j ∈ {1, · · · , N} fires
between the kth and (k + 1)th firings of i (ie. if there exists ℓ ∈ N such that tℓj ∈ (tki , t

k+1
i )), then

we have
xi

(
(tℓj)

+
)
< xj

(
(tℓj)

+
)
.

Proof. If (x(t), A(t)) ∈ Q then we have |Ȧ(t)| ≤ βAmax. The assumption (8) then implies |Ȧ(t)| < 1
ν

which in turn yields

R+ νA(t1 − τ)− (t2 − t1) < R+ νA(t2 − τ), ∀t2 > t1,

from where the conclusion is immediate.

2.2.4 Return map

In every trajectory, firings must occur infinitely often and their consecutive occurrences are sepa-
rated by positive time intervals. Moreover, the order preservation obtained in the previous section
implies that (for t > maxi t

1
i = maxx0) between any two consecutive firings of oscillator i, all other

oscillators having repressor concentration distinct from xi must fire exactly once. Accordingly, in
order to analyse the dynamics, it suffices to study the iterations of a return map that acts on
data immediately before the firing of a given oscillator, say oscillator N .

An expression of the return map can be computed as follows. Given x0 with x0N = 0, for
convenience in the sequel, we denote by tR, the time t2N = xN (0+) = R + νA(−τ) of the second
firing of xN . We also assume that maxx0 < xN (0+) so that the order in which the oscillators fire is
preserved from t = 0. Accordingly, for any oscillator for which x0i > 0, the corresponding repressor
concentration between t1i = x0i and tR is given by

xi(t) = R+ νA(x0i − τ)− (t− x0i ), ∀t ∈ (x0i , tR].

Hence, we have

xi(tR) = x0i + ν
(
A(x0i − τ)−A(−τ)

)
, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1}.

In particular, if (x, A) ∈ Q lies in the Poincaré section xN = 0 and satisfies the conditions of Claim
2.1, then the return map FN writes (x′, A′) = FN (x, A) where{

x′i = xi + ν(ϕxi−τ
m (A)− ϕ−τ

m (A)) for i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1}
A′ = ϕ

R+νϕ−τ
m (A)

m (A)
(9)

In the stability analyis of periodic orbits (either fully synchronized or only partially synchronized)
in the various sections below, we shall ensure that all iterates (xk, Ak) := F k

N (x, A) of sufficiently
small initial perturbations satisfy the conditions of Claim 2.1 (or even condition (5) in the case
of the full synchronized orbit), so that the stability analysis actually reduces to the study of their
(linearized) dynamics in (R+)N .

Of note, Appendix A states and proves a certain property of Lipschitz-continuous dependence
of the return map on its input datum, not only when the map reduces to one of (R+)N but also
in the case of an arbitrary datum (x, A|[−τ,0]). This property will be employed in the proof of a
stability criterion for partially synchronized periodic orbits in Section 4.
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3 Existence and stability analysis of the synchronized periodic
orbit

As a system with mean-field interactions, the equations (1)-(2) commute with every permutation
of the repressor indices. This suggests to study the synchronized dynamics inside the invariant
subspace x1 = x2 = · · · = xN . The synchronized dynamics of the population of N oscillators
reduces to that of the N = 1 system. In this section, we first investigate the corresponding return
map F1, a one-dimensional map that acts on the variable A (since we always have x1 = 0 along
every orbit). We show that all orbits asymptotically converge to a unique fixed point AFP. Then,
we study the Lyapunov stability in (R+)N for N ≥ 2, of the fixed point (0, · · · , 0, AFP) of the
return map FN . We show that this stability depends on whether the delay-parameter τ vanishes
or it is positive; however and remarkably, it is independent of N . The results are collected in the
following statement. Letting

Rτ = R+ ν
1 + βτ − eβτ

β2
and ντ = νeβτ , (10)

we will assume the following conditions on the parameters

Rτ > 0 and ντ < β. (11)

Proposition 3.1. Assume that (11) holds. Then the one-dimensional return map F1 has a unique
globally attracting fixed point AFP.
Assume that (8) also holds.
(i) If τ = 0, then for every N ≥ 2, the corresponding fixed point (0, · · · , 0, AFP) of FN is unstable
in (R+)N .
(ii) There exists τ0 ∈ R+

∗ such that for every τ ∈ (0, τ0) and every N ≥ 2, the fixed point
(0, · · · , 0, AFP) of FN is locally asymptotically stable in (R+)N .

This statement confirms the numerical observations reported in [18] about the delay-dependence
of the stability of the synchronized periodic orbit associated with AFP.

4 An illustration is given in
Fig. 1.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.1.

3.1 Existence of a globally attracting fixed point of the map F1

For N = 1, the condition (5) reduces to

A ≥ A0(τ) =
1− (1 + βτ)e−βτ

β2
.

Moreover, using (4) with m(−s) = s for s ∈ [0, τ ], we obtain that the reset concentration at any
firing is given by (NB: see (10) for the definition of Rτ and ντ and see Fig. 2 for an illustration)

R+ νϕ−τ
m (A) = Rτ + ντA,

Therefore, using (3) with m(s) = Rτ + ντA− s for all s ∈ (0, Rτ + ντA] yields the following explicit

expression for the return map F1(A) = ϕ
R+νϕ−τ

m (A)
m (A)

F1(A) =
1

β2
+

(
A(1− ντ

β
)− Rτ

β
− 1

β2

)
e−β(Rτ+ντA).

4In [18], the repressor resets R + νA(t − τ) are perturbed by a (small) additive random noise. Our result shows
that the stability of the synchronized periodic orbit is not affected by these random fluctuations.
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Figure 1: Time series of two trajectories for N = 10, t ∈ [0, 20] and τ = 0 (left)/τ = 0.2 (right). The
other parameters are R = 2, β = 1, and ν = 0.2. The sawtooth series correspond to the repressor
concentrations xi(t) (i ∈ {1, · · · , 10}) and the central series in red color corresponds to the activator
concentration A(t). On the left picture, the instability of the synchronized periodic orbit is marked
although rather weak. On the right picture, the asymptotic stability is more evident.

Letting Aτ := Rτ
β−ντ

, the assumption (11) implies A0(τ) < Aτ . Clearly, this assumption also
implies that the asymptotic dynamics of F1 must lie in the interval [A0(τ), Aτ ], again see Fig. 2 for
illustration. The following features then yield that F1 must have a unique globally attracting fixed
point inside this interval, proving the preliminary claim in Proposition 3.1:

• F1(A0(τ)) =
1
β2 −

(
(1+βτ)

β2 e−βτ + R
β

)
e−βR > A0(τ) for every τ ∈ [0, R).

• F1(Aτ ) =
1
β2

(
1− e−β2Aτ

)
< Aτ , so that altogether F1([A0(τ), Aτ ]) ⊊ [A0(τ), Aτ ].

• F ′
1(Aτ ) > 0 and F ′′

1 |[0,Aτ ] < 0, viz. F1|[0,Aτ ] is increasing with decreasing derivative.

3.2 Proof of instability for τ = 0

In this section, we prove item (i) in Proposition 3.1. Consider the restriction of FN to the subspace
of 2-cluster states for which N−1 repressor concentrations are equal, more precisely, the restriction
to those x for which x1 > 0 and x2 = · · · = xN = 0. We are going to show that (0, · · · , 0, AFP) is
linearly repelling along the direction of x1.

Letting ϵ > 0 sufficiently small, assume that

x1 ∈ (0, ϵ) and |A−AFP| < ϵ.

In particular, ϵ must be small enough so that such (x, A) satisfies the condition (5).
Given that x2 = · · · = xN = 0, we have for the continuous time trajectory

m(t) =
(N − 1)(R+ νA) + x1

N
− t, ∀t ∈ (0, x1],

which yields using (3) and after simple algebra

ϕx1
m (A) = A+ x1

(
N − 1

N
(R+ νA)− βA

)
+O(x21).

From (9), we obtain the following expansion for the coordinate x′1 of the first iterate (x′, A′) =
FN (x, A)

x′1 = x1 + ν(ϕx1
m (A)−A) = x1

(
1 + ν

(
N − 1

N
(R+ νA)− βA

))
+O(x21).
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<latexit sha1_base64="QFzetYR+1JdSTvDYQymS2ekIrpU=">AAACPHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAJWYVdELQM2lgnkIWSDzM7exMF5LDOzalj2C2z1d/wPezuxtXY22UKjF2Y4nHMP994TJZwZ6/tv3tLyyuraemWjurm1vbNb29vvG5VqCj2quNLXETHAmYSeZZbDdaKBiIjDILq7LPTBPWjDlOzaaQIjQSaSjRkl1lGdx5ta3W/6s8J/QVCCOiqrfbPnNcJY0VSAtJQTY4aBn9hRRrRllENeDVMDCaF3ZAJDByURYEbZbNMcNxwT47HS7kmLZ+xPR0aEMVMRuU5B7K1Z1AryP22Y2vHFKGMySS1IOh80Tjm2Chdn45hpoJZPHSBUM7crprdEE2pdONVQwgNVQhAZZ2E3z8JiQBThbv5bilRefDwudlR8QRW0dFLCcxdssBjjX9A/aQZnzaBzWm9dlRFX0CE6QscoQOeoha5QG/UQRYCe0DN68V69d+/D+5y3Lnml5wD9Ku/rG1dLr4Q=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="VK/FuDREQeZQ/SXkkaA3HkkENuI=">AAACPHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMr0dJmMAhWYVdELSM2KRNIVMgGmZ29iYPzWGZmlbDsF9jq7/gf9nZia+1ssoWJXpjhcM493HtPlHBmrO+/e0vLK6tr65WN6ubW9s5urb53bVSqKfSp4krfRsQAZxL6llkOt4kGIiION9HDVaHfPII2TMmenSQwFGQs2YhRYh3VvbyrNfymPy38FwQlaKCyOnd17yiMFU0FSEs5MWYQ+IkdZkRbRjnk1TA1kBD6QMYwcFASAWaYTTfN8ZFjYjxS2j1p8ZT97ciIMGYiItcpiL03i1pB/qcNUju6GGZMJqkFSWeDRinHVuHibBwzDdTyiQOEauZ2xfSeaEKtC6caSniiSggi4yzs5VlYDIgi3MvnpUjlxcfjYkfFF1RBSyclPHfBBosx/gXXJ83grBl0TxutdhlxBR2gQ3SMAnSOWqiNOqiPKAL0jF7Qq/fmfXif3tesdckrPftorrzvH/HUr00=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="OYRenadj6kMKpilIuRFBeW6RVH8=">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</latexit>

x = �A

<latexit sha1_base64="T7izGtbedyLEHxn4f3zjLKvdD0Y=">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</latexit>

x = R⌧ + ⌫⌧A

<latexit sha1_base64="hnbRGPUEeVgGolEx27BVCNte4PA=">AAACQXicbVDLTsMwEHR4U95w5GJRVeJUJQgBRx4XjkVqC1JTVRvHpaZ+RLYDqqL8A1f4Hb6CT+CGuHLBaXOAlpVsjWZ2tLsTJZwZ6/vv3tz8wuLS8spqZW19Y3Nre2e3bVSqCW0RxZW+i8BQziRtWWY5vUs0BRFxehsNrwr99pFqw5Rs2lFCuwLuJeszAtZR7YteaCHtbVf9uj8uPAuCElRRWY3ejlcLY0VSQaUlHIzpBH5iuxloywineSVMDU2ADOGedhyUIKjpZuN1c1xzTIz7SrsnLR6zvx0ZCGNGInKdAuzATGsF+Z/WSW3/rJsxmaSWSjIZ1E85tgoXt+OYaUosHzkARDO3KyYD0ECsS6gSSvpElBAg4yxs5llYDIgi3Mz/SpHKi4/HxY6KT6mClE4CPHfBBtMxzoL2UT04qQc3x9XzyzLiFbSPDtAhCtApOkfXqIFaiKAH9Ixe0Kv35n14n97XpHXOKz176E953z9o07F+</latexit>

A⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="jknNldowxgPP/jU0Qsn1NpK3kCg=">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</latexit>

AFP

<latexit sha1_base64="l+O4QNWVoqCEm/OrVfEC0nNE1vU=">AAACQXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0ES8FVmRHRLituXFZoq9Ap5U4m1WgeQ5JRyjD/4FZ/x6/wE9yJWzdm2llo64WEwzn3cO89UcKZsb7/7i0sLi2vrK6tVzY2t7Z3qrt7PaNSTWiXKK70TQSGciZp1zLL6U2iKYiI0+vo4aLQrx+pNkzJjh0ndCDgVrIRI2Ad1TsfhhbSYbXmN/xJ4XkQlKCGymoPd716GCuSCiot4WBMP/ATO8hAW0Y4zSthamgC5AFuad9BCYKaQTZZN8d1x8R4pLR70uIJ+9uRgTBmLCLXKcDemVmtIP/T+qkdNQcZk0lqqSTTQaOUY6twcTuOmabE8rEDQDRzu2JyBxqIdQlVQkmfiBICZJyFnTwLiwFRhDv5XylSefHxuNhR8RlVkNJJgOcu2GA2xnnQO24Ep43g6qTWapYRr6EDdIiOUIDOUAtdojbqIoLu0TN6Qa/em/fhfXpf09YFr/Tsoz/lff8AZdGxdA==</latexit>

A⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="Stobgaasaq8q/S/CZSrvJqIan4c=">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</latexit>

F1(A⌧ )
<latexit sha1_base64="jknNldowxgPP/jU0Qsn1NpK3kCg=">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</latexit>

AFP

<latexit sha1_base64="Stobgaasaq8q/S/CZSrvJqIan4c=">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</latexit>

F1(A⌧ )

<latexit sha1_base64="xbwCoUCTwpjZ/cyqCMpAtlXjFYU=">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</latexit>

F1(A0)
<latexit sha1_base64="CmfKjDnHcwlTk296nm4sGKdKYac=">AAACPnicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLt00EhJXZMYYZYlx4xIjr4QhpNMp0NDHpO1oyGQ+wa3+jr/hD7gzbl3agVkIeJM2J+fck3vvCSJGtXHdD2djc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6LpVPOlrGCpM2lkyqXoA0YVSQtqGGkV6kCOIBI91gepfp3SeiNJWiZWYRGXA0FnREMTKWerwdusNSxa2584LrwMtBBeTVHJadqh9KHHMiDGZI677nRmaQIGUoZiQt+rEmEcJTNCZ9CwXiRA+S+a4prFomhCOp7BMGztm/jgRxrWc8sJ0cmYle1TLyP60fm1F9kFARxYYIvBg0ihk0EmaHw5Aqgg2bWYCwonZXiCdIIWxsPEVfkGcsOUciTPxWmvjZgCCArXRZCmSafSzMdpRsReU4d2LEUhustxrjOuhc1rzrmvdwVWnU84gL4AycgwvggRvQAPegCdoAgzF4Aa/gzXl3Pp0v53vRuuHknlOwVM7PL0Adr+A=</latexit>

A0

<latexit sha1_base64="CmfKjDnHcwlTk296nm4sGKdKYac=">AAACPnicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLt00EhJXZMYYZYlx4xIjr4QhpNMp0NDHpO1oyGQ+wa3+jr/hD7gzbl3agVkIeJM2J+fck3vvCSJGtXHdD2djc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6LpVPOlrGCpM2lkyqXoA0YVSQtqGGkV6kCOIBI91gepfp3SeiNJWiZWYRGXA0FnREMTKWerwdusNSxa2584LrwMtBBeTVHJadqh9KHHMiDGZI677nRmaQIGUoZiQt+rEmEcJTNCZ9CwXiRA+S+a4prFomhCOp7BMGztm/jgRxrWc8sJ0cmYle1TLyP60fm1F9kFARxYYIvBg0ihk0EmaHw5Aqgg2bWYCwonZXiCdIIWxsPEVfkGcsOUciTPxWmvjZgCCArXRZCmSafSzMdpRsReU4d2LEUhustxrjOuhc1rzrmvdwVWnU84gL4AycgwvggRvQAPegCdoAgzF4Aa/gzXl3Pp0v53vRuuHknlOwVM7PL0Adr+A=</latexit>

A0

<latexit sha1_base64="xbwCoUCTwpjZ/cyqCMpAtlXjFYU=">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</latexit>

F1(A0)

Figure 2: Left. Illustration of the vector field (light blue arrows) and some segments of trajectories
(solid black curves) of the synchronized dynamics/system with one oscillator (N = 1), under the
assumptions (8) and (11). Initial conditions: (A0(τ), Rτ + ντA0(τ)), (AFP, Rτ + ντAFP), (Aτ , Rτ +
νAτ ); where the orbit of (AFP, Rτ + ντAFP) is the unique attracting periodic orbit. Right. Graph
of the corresponding return map F1.

Therefore, in order to prove the desired instability, all we have to show is N−1
N (R+νA)−βA > 0 for

all |A−AFP| < ϵ with ϵ small. By continuity, it suffices to show that N−1
N (R+ νAFP)− βAFP > 0.

Since N−1
N ≥ 1

2 for all N ≥ 2, it suffices to show that this inequality holds for N = 2, viz.

AFP <
R

2β − ν
.

Given the properties of F1 described in the previous subsection, in order to prove that inequality, it
suffices to verify that F1(

R
2β−ν ) <

R
2β−ν . Explicit computations show that the sign of F1(

R
2β−ν )−

R
2β−ν

is the same as the one of tanh
(

β2R
2β−ν

)
− β2R

2β−ν , which is negative for every R, β ∈ R+ and ν ∈ (0, β).

This concludes the proof of instability for τ = 0. □

3.3 Proof of stability for τ > 0

We first give some heuristic for the synchronization mechanism when τ > 0. Given a small initial
perturbation (x, A) of the fixed point, the vector field in (2), when computed at instants immediately
before the first firing (which occurs at time 0) must be negative because m(t) must be close to 0
and A(t) must be close to AFP, which is positive. Therefore for τ > 0 small enough and xi ∈ (0, τ),
since there cannot be any firing in the interval [−τ, xi − τ ], we must have

ϕxi−τ
m (A) = ϕ−τ

m (A)− C ′xi + h.o.t.,

for some C ′ ∈ R+
∗ , which implies that the image x′i of xi under FN is given by

x′i = xi + ν(ϕxi−τ
m (A)− ϕ−τ

m (A)) = xi(1− νC ′) + h.o.t.

Thus, we must have x′i < xi when (x, A) is sufficiently close to (0, · · · , 0, AFP), which together with
the fact that x′i > 0 (from order preservation), implies the desired synchronisation.
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Proof of item (ii) in Proposition 3.1 We are going to show that for every N ≥ 2, the map FN

is a contraction in a small neighbourhood of (0, · · · , 0, AFP) in (R+)N when τ > 0 is small enough.
Given τ ∈ (0, R), let (x, A) with xN = 0, and ∥x∥N−1, |A − AFP| small. In particular, we assume
that ∥x∥N−1 < τ and that (x, A) satisfies the condition (5).

Let i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1}. The condition (5) ensures that no firing occurs in the time interval
[−τ, 0); hence

m(t) = m(0)− t for t ∈ [−τ, xi − τ ],

from where we obtain using (3), after simple algebra

ϕxi−τ
m (A) =

(
ϕ−τ
m (A) +

∫ xi

0
eβsm(s− τ)ds

)
e−βxi = ϕ−τ

m (A)− xi
(
βϕ−τ

m (A)− τ
)
+O(∥x∥2N−1)

and thus, the following expansion results for the coordinate x′i of the first iterate (x
′, A′) = FN (x, A)

x′i = xi
(
1− ν

(
βϕ−τ

m (A)− τ
))

+O(∥x∥2N−1)

= xi(1− νβAFP + (β(A− ϕ−τ
m (A))− τ)) + νβxi(AFP −A) +O(∥x∥2N−1)

That no firing occurs in the interval [−τ, 0) implies that ϕ−τ
m is close to the identity when τ is small.

Therefore, there exists Kτ > 0 with limτ→0Kτ = 0 such that

|β(A− ϕ−τ
m (A))− τ | ≤ Kτ

for all A uniformly bounded, and in particular when |A−AFP| is small. In addition, order preserva-
tion, which must hold for the initial conditions (x, A) under consideration here, implies that x′i ≥ 0
for all i. Letting τ → 0 and A → AFP, we must have 1− νβAFP ≥ 0. Altogether, this implies the
existence of γ1 ∈ (0, 1) such that

∥x′∥N−1 ≤ (γ1 + νβ|A−AFP|) ∥x∥N−1,

when τ, ∥x∥N−1 and |A−AFP| are sufficiently small.
In order to control the dynamics of the activator variable, we are going to show that A′ is close

to F1(A) when ∥x∥N−1 is small and then use that F1 is a contraction in the neighbourhood of AFP in
R. Recalling the notation tR = R+νϕ−τ

m (A) for the return time and letting tsyncR = R+νϕ−τ
msync

(A)
and msync for the quantities associated with the synchronized trajectory issued from (0, A) at t = 0,
we observe that together with (4), the expressions

m(t) =
1

N

N−1∑
i=1

xi − t and msync(t) = −t for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

result in

tR − tsyncR = −ν
eβτ − 1

βN

N−1∑
i=1

xi < 0.

Accordingly, we obtain from (3)

A′ =F1(A) +

(
A+

∫ tR

0
eβsmsync(s)ds

)
(e−βtR − e−βtsyncR ) +

∫ tR

0
eβ(s−tR)(m(s)−msync(s))ds

+

∫ tsyncR

tR

eβ(s−tsyncR )msync(s)ds
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The expression of tR− tsyncR above implies that the second and last terms in the RHS are controlled
by ∥x∥N−1, also because all quantities A, tR, t

sync
R and msync are bounded when in (or close to) the

attracting set.
In order to control the third term, we first observe that it suffices to provide an estimate of

the integral between time t = ∥x∥N−1 (namely the time of the last first firing of all oscillators)
and t = tR because the remaining integral can be controlled by the same arguments as before.
Moreover, we have

m(s) = R+
ν

N

N∑
i=1

ϕxi−τ
m (A)+

1

N

N−1∑
i=1

xi−s and msync(s) = R+νϕ−τ
msync

(A)−s for s ∈ [∥x∥N−1, tR]

and again from (3)

|ϕxi−τ
m (A)− ϕ−τ

m (A)| ≤ ϕ−τ
m (A)(1− e−βxi) + ∥m|[−τ,xi−τ ]∥0

eβxi − 1

β
.

In addition, from the expressions of m and msync above, we have

ϕ−τ
m (A) = ϕ−τ

msync
(A)− eβτ − 1

βN

N−1∑
i=1

xi.

Combining all the estimates above, we finally conclude about the existence of K ∈ R+ such that

|A′ −AFP| ≤ |F1(A)−AFP|+K∥x∥N−1 +O(∥x∥2N−1)

when ∥x∥N−1 is sufficiently small. Besides, the analysis of the map F1 in a previous section implies
the existence of γ2 ∈ (0, 1) such that

|F1(A)−AFP| ≤ γ2|A−AFP|

when A is sufficiently close to AFP.
Altogether, when τ, ∥x∥N−1 and |A−AFP| are sufficiently small, the return dynamics of ∥x∥N−1

and |A−AFP| is dominated by a matrix whose eigenvalues are close to γ1 and γ2. Hence, the map FN

must be a contraction (for an appropriate norm in RN ) in the neighbourhood of (0, · · · , 0, AFP), as
desired. In particular, we are sure that (x′, A′) also satisfies condition (5) provided that ∥x∥N−1, |A−
AFP| are sufficiently small; hence the argument can be repeated to conclude about asymptotic
stability of (0, · · · , 0, AFP). □

4 Stability analysis for partially synchronized periodic orbits

The analysis in the previous section and its arguments are not limited to synchronized trajectories.
They extend to partially synchronized periodic orbits. A partially synchronized trajectory
(whether it is periodic or not) is a solution of the equations (1)-(2) for which two or more repressor
concentrations are equal at all times (NB: this is the case iff the concentrations are equal at t = 0).

For an arbitrary fixed point of the return map in a given partially synchronized subspace (see
next section for an accurate definition), we establish a stability criterion for τ > 0 (Lemma 4.2)
and an instability criterion for τ = 0 (Lemma 4.3). For simplicity, we only consider stability with
respect to initial perturbations that affect a single cluster of the periodic orbit under investigation.
The stability with respect to perturbations that affect several clusters are direct extensions that
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are left to the interested reader. In addition, we also consider initial conditions that are given by
the datum (x, A|[−τ,0]), even though we have argued that only finite many values of A suffice in
order to define any trajectory.

In a second step, we apply these criteria to fixed points that are exponentially stable in their own
partially synchrony subspace for τ = 0. The result for the continued fixed point for τ > 0 small can
be regarded as an extension of Proposition 3.1 to the family under consideration: while for τ = 0,
the orbit is unstable with respect to perturbations that smear its clusters, it becomes stable against
the same perturbations for every positive (and small) value of τ (Theorem 4.4). An example of
application to fixed points with two clusters with equi-distributed repressor concentrations is given
in Lemma 4.5.

4.1 Characteristics of partially synchronized trajectories and of fixed points of
the corresponding return map

By grouping the oscillators with equal repressor concentration into one cluster, the population at
every instant can be described by the vector

(
{nk, yk}Kk=1, A

)
where nk ∈ {1, · · · , N} denotes the

size of the cluster k and yk the corresponding repressor concentration (K ≤ N is the total number
of clusters and we have

∑K
k=1 nk = N).5 From the equations (1)-(2), it follows that the cluster

distribution {nk}Kk=1 remains constant in every trajectory; hence we may consider separately the
dynamics in each subspace, called partially synchronized subspace, for which this distribution
is given. Every trajectory for which K < N is called partially synchronized. Obviously, the
synchronized dynamics in Section 3 is a particular case of partially synchronized subspace (K = 1).

Let N ∈ N, K ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1} and a cluster distribution {nk}Kk=1 be given. For the sake of
the presentation, we only consider those partially synchronized periodic orbits that are fixed points(

{nk, y
FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
of the return map to the Poincaré section yK = 0. In other words, we assume that the period
TFP > 0 coincides with the return time. However the analysis developed below extends to arbitrary
periodic orbits of such map, without additional conceptual difficulties.

Notice also that the labelling of the clusters is irrelevant because of the permutation symmetry.
For convenience, we assume that this labelling has been chosen so that the fixed point repressor
concentrations yFPk are ordered ie.

yFP1 > yFP2 > · · · > yFPK−1 > 0.

Furthermore, the expression (3) and the fact that the non-negative function mFP certainly does not
entirely vanish over [0, TFP], impose that, in any partially synchronized periodic orbit, the activator
function AFP must be positive.

4.2 Considerations about stability

As technical considerations about stability are concerned, focus will be made on the strongest form
of local Lyapunov stability, namely the exponential stability that results when the return dynamics
of small perturbations is a contraction in an appropriate setting (space and norm). In particular, a
prerequisite for our stability criterion will be that the periodic orbit is exponentially stable inside its
proper partially synchronized space. The criterion will then ensure exponential stability in a higher

5The variables yk can be formally defined as follows. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, there exists ki ∈ {1, · · · ,K} such
that yki = xi and xj ̸= xi iff ykj ̸= yki .

13



dimensional space that contains perturbations that smear the clusters. More precisely, we shall
deal with the following notions (NB: Throughout, the symbol y denotes the collection {yk}Kk=1).

Definition 4.1. (i) The fixed point
(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
is said to be exponentially stable

inside its proper partially synchronized subspace if there exist ϵ0 ∈ R+
∗ and γ ∈ (0, 1) such

that for every ϵ ∈ (0, ϵ0) and every initial datum
(
{nk, yk}Kk=1, A|[−τ,0]

)
such that

yK = 0 and max
{
∥y − yFP∥K−1, ∥A|[−τ,0] −AFP|[−τ,0]∥0

}
≤ ϵ,

we have for the subsequent trajectory t 7→
(
{nk, yk(t)}Kk=1, A(t)

)
of the system (1)-(2)

max
{
∥y(tR)− yFP∥K−1, ∥A|[tR−τ,tR] −AFP|[−τ,0]∥0

}
≤ γϵ,

where the return time tR defined in Section 2.2.4 corresponds here to the instant of the second firing
of the oscillators in cluster K.

(ii) The fixed point
(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
is said to be exponentially stable with respect

to small perturbations that smear cluster K if there exist ϵ0, C1, C2 ∈ R+
∗ and γ ∈ (0, 1) such

that for every ϵ ∈ (0, ϵ0), every K ′ ∈ {K + 1, · · · , N}, every cluster distribution {n′
k}K

′
k=1 such that

n′
k = nk for k ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}, and every initial datum

(
{n′

k, yk}K
′

k=1, A|[−τ,0]

)
such that yK′ = 0

and

max

{
∥y − yFP∥K−1, C1 max

k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}
yk, ∥A|[−τ,0] −AFP|[−τ,0]∥0

}
≤ ϵ,

we have for the subsequent trajectory t 7→
(
{n′

k, yk(t)}K
′

k=1, A(t)
)
of the system (1)-(2)

max

{
∥y(tnR)− yFP∥K−1, C1 max

k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}
yk(t

n
R), ∥A|[tnR−τ,tnR]

−AFP|[−τ,0]∥0
}

≤ C2γ
nϵ, ∀n ∈ N

where the nth return time tnR is the instant of the (n+ 1)th firing of the oscillators in cluster K ′.

Anticipating the comment after Lemma 4.2, notice that exponential stability inside the proper
partially synchronized subspace does not depend on the phase of the periodic orbit under con-
sideration, viz. the fixed point

(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
is exponentially stable inside its proper

partially synchronized subspace iff the fixed point(
{n′

k, y
′
k}Kk=1, A

FP|[yFP
K−1−τ,yFP

K−1]

)
,

where

n′
k =

{
nK if k = 1
nk−1 if k ∈ {2, · · · ,K} and y′k =

{
R+ νA(yFPK−1 − τ) if k = 1

yFPk−1 − yFPK−1 if k ∈ {2, · · · ,K} ,

is also exponentially stable in the same sense. This is a standard consequence of the continuity of
the firing dynamics (ie. the fact that the coordinates immediately after firing depend continuously
on the coordinate immediately after the previous firing).
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4.3 Stability criterion for τ > 0

The stability criterion for partially synchronized periodic orbits, which is given in the next state-
ment, is reminiscent of the heuristic argument for the stability of the fully synchronized periodic
orbit given at the beginning of section 3.3.

Lemma 4.2. Assume that (8) holds. Given N ∈ N, K ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1}, a cluster distribution
{nk}Kk=1 and τ > 0, assume that the return map in the Poincaré section yK = 0 in the corresponding
partially synchronized subspace has a fixed point

(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
. Assume also that the

following conditions hold

• the fixed point is asymptotically stable inside its proper partially synchronized subspace,

• the periodic orbit of (1)-(2) that passes through the fixed point has no firing in any of the
time intervals [−τ, 0] mod TFP, and the derivative of A at t = −τ is negative, ie. ȦFP(−τ) =
mFP(−τ)− βAFP(−τ) < 0.

Then, the fixed point is exponentially stable with respect to small perturbations that smear cluster
K.

That the second condition in this statement depends on the value of the derivative Ȧ at a
certain time suggests that stability with respect to cluster smearing a priori depends on the cluster
under consideration. However, we shall see in the proof of Theorem 4.4 below that, provided that
τ is sufficiently small, this is not the case because the sign of the derivative involved actually does
not depend on the cluster under consideration.

Notice also that in the special case of full synchrony (K = 1), the statement is relevant to the
unique synchronized periodic orbit of Section 3. Recall that this orbit exponentially attracts all
synchronized trajectories. Moreover, the condition τ < R ensures that no firing can happen in the
interval [−τ, 0]. In addition, since mFP(t) = −t for t ∈ [−τ, 0], we have ȦFP(−τ) = τ − βAFP(−τ).
Since we showed that AFP(0) > 0, the continuity at 0 of the map τ 7→ τ − βAFP(−τ) implies
that the conditions of Lemma 4.2 certainly hold when τ is small enough, viz. statement (ii) of
Proposition 3.1 is recovered as a particular instance where Lemma 4.2 applies.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Given K ′ ∈ {K + 1, · · · , N}, let
(
{n′

k, yk}K
′

k=1, A|[−τ,0]

)
with yK′ = 0 be such

that

max

{
∥y − yFP∥K−1, C1 max

k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}
yk, ∥A|[−τ,0] −AFP

[−τ,0]∥0
}

≤ ϵ

where ϵ ∈ (0, ϵ0) is arbitrary and ϵ0, C1 > 0 are to be determined. We are going to evaluate the
amplitude of the perturbation at the instants tnR by considering separately the coordinates yk(t

n
R)

for k ∈ {1, · · ·K − 1} to those for k ∈ {K, · · · ,K ′ − 1}.

Analysis of the coordinates {yk(tnR)}
K−1
k=1 and A|[tnR−τ,tnR]

. For these coordinates, we use the fact that
the fixed point is asymptotically stable inside its proper partially synchronized subspace. To do so,
we rely on a property of Lipschitz continuity of the return map, which is claimed and proved in
Appendix A.

Let t 7→
(
{nk, y

p.sync
k (t)}Kk=1, A

p.sync(t)
)
be the partially synchronized solution issued from the

initial datum
(
{nk, (1− δk,K)yk}Kk=1, A|[−τ,0]

)
.6 Notice that the value of A(−τ) in this trajectory

is the same as the value of A(−τ) in the original trajectory t 7→
(
{n′

k, yk(t)}K
′

k=1, A(t)
)
. Hence, the

6δi,j is the Kronecker symbol.
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first return time to yK = 0 for this trajectory is the same as the first return time t1R of the original
trajectory.

Consider the decomposition

∥y(t1R)− yFP∥K−1 ≤ ∥y(t1R)− yp.sync(t1R)∥K−1 + ∥yp.sync(t1R)− yFP∥K−1.

By periodicity of the trajectory passing through
(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP|[−τ,0]

)
, we must have

yFP1 = max
k∈{1,··· ,K−1}

yFPk < TFP = R+ νAFP(−τ).

Hence, provided that ϵ is sufficiently small, we have

y1 = max
k∈{1,··· ,K′−1}

yk < t1R = R+ νA(−τ)

Applying Lemma A.1 in Appendix A, we obtain the following inequality, when regarding yp.sync and
yp.sync(t1R) as elements of the partially synchronized subspace defined by {n′

k}K
′

k=1 whose coordinates
k ∈ {K, · · · ,K ′} all vanish

∥y(t1R)−yp.sync(t1R)∥K−1 ≤ ∥y(t1R)−yp.sync(t1R)∥K′−1 ≤ L∥y−yp.sync∥K′−1 = L max
k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}

yk ≤ L
ϵ

C1
.

On the other hand, asymptotic stability inside the partially synchronized subspace implies the
existence of γ1 ∈ (0, 1) such that, provided that ϵ is sufficiently small, we have

∥yp.sync(t1R)− yFP∥K−1 ≤ γ1ϵ,

and then

∥y(t1R)− yFP∥K−1 ≤
(
γ1 +

L

C1

)
ϵ.

A similar reasoning applies to ∥A|[t1R−τ,t1R] − AFP
[−τ,0]∥0, which yields the same inequality. As a

consequence, provided that C1 is large enough so that γ2 := γ1 +
L
C1

< 1, we get

max
{
∥y(t1R)− yFP∥K−1, ∥A|[t1R−τ,t1R] −AFP

[−τ,0]∥0
}
≤ γ2ϵ.

By induction, the same arguments show that for every sufficiently small ϵ ∈ R+, we have

max
{
∥y(tnR)− yFP∥K−1, ∥A|[tnR−τ,tnR] −AFP

[−τ,0]∥0
}
≤ γn2 ϵ, ∀n ∈ N

provided that one can simultaneously ensure

max
k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}

yk(t
n
R) ≤

γn2 ϵ

C1
.

Analysis of the coordinates {yk(tnR)}
K′−1
k=K . For these coordinates, we separate the cases n = 1 and

n > 1. For n = 1, we simply refer to Lemma A.1 to obtain

max
k∈{K,··· ,K′−1}

yk(t
1
R) ≤ Lϵ,
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and the desired inequality holds for any pair γ,C2 such that L ≤ C2γ
C1

. For n > 1, we proceed by
induction. From the computation of the return map in Section 2.2.4, we have in particular at the
instant t2R of the third firing of the cluster K ′

yk(t
2
R) = yk(t

1
R) + ν

(
A(yk(t

1
R) + t1R − τ)−A(t1R − τ)

)
, ∀k ∈ {K, · · · ,K ′ − 1}.

The assumption that the periodic orbit does not fire in the time interval [TFP−τ, TFP] is equivalent
to assuming that TFP − yFP1 > τ (NB: recall that yFP1 = maxk y

FP
k ). Using that t1R − TFP =

ν(A(−τ)− APF(−τ)), the assumption on the initial datum
(
{n′

k, yk}K
′

k=1, A|[−τ,0]

)
implies that we

also have t1R−y1 > τ (and y1 = maxk yk) when ϵ is sufficiently small, viz. the subsequent trajectory
does not fire in the time interval [t1R − τ, t1R]. Therefore, for ϵ sufficiently small, we have

yk(t
2
R) = yk(t

1
R)
(
1 + νȦ(t1R − τ)

)
+O

(
(yk(t

1
R))

2
)

= yk(t
1
R)
(
1 + ν(m(t1R − τ)− βA(t1R − τ))

)
+O

(
(yk(t

1
R))

2
)
, ∀k ∈ {K, · · · ,K ′ − 1}

The analysis above of ∥A|[t1R−τ,t1R] − AFP
[−τ,0]∥0 showed that |A(t1R − τ) − AFP(−τ)| can be made

arbitrarily small by taking ϵ sufficiently small. Moreover, the fact that no firing takes place in the
time interval [t1R − τ, t1R] implies that

m(t1R − τ) = m(t1R) + τ.

Similarly, we have mFP(−τ) = mFP(0) + τ for the periodic trajectory. In addition, the arguments
above showed that ∥y(t1R)− yFP∥K′−1 can be made arbitrarily small by taking ϵ sufficiently small.
Consequently, the same property holds for |m(t1R−τ)−mFP(−τ)|. Altogether, using the assumption
mFP(−τ) − βAFP(−τ) < 0, this proves the existence of γ3 ∈ (0, 1) such that, provided that ϵ is
sufficiently small, we have

yk(t
2
R) ≤ γ3yk(t

1
R), ∀k ∈ {K, · · · ,K ′ − 1},

from where the desired induction follows with γ = max{γ2, γ3} when the results of the analysis of
the other coordinates are also taken into account. The proof of the Lemma is complete. □

4.4 Instability criterion for τ = 0

The announced instability criterion for partially synchronized periodic orbits is given in the next
statement.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that (8) holds. Given N ∈ N, K ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1} and a cluster distribution
{nk}Kk=1, assume that, for τ = 0, the return map in the Poincaré section yK = 0 in the corresponding
partially synchronized subspace has a fixed point

(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP
)
. Let ȦFP(0+) be the right limit

at 0 of the derivative of the activator concentration in the corresponding trajectory. Then, under
the condition

ȦFP(0+) >
R+ νAFP

N

the fixed point is unstable with respect to some arbitrarily small perturbations of cluster K.

In the case of the fully synchronized periodic orbit (K = 1), we have ȦFP(0+) = R + νAFP −
βAFP; hence the condition in the Proposition becomes

N − 1

N
(R+ νAFP)− βAFP > 0,
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which is exactly the identified and proved criterion in the proof of statement (i) in Proposition 3.1.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. Given K ′ ∈ {K + 1, · · · , N}, let
(
{n′

k, yk}K
′

k=1, A(0)
)

with yK′ = 0 be an

initial condition such that

yk =


yFPk if k ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}
yK if k = K
0 if k ∈ {K + 1, · · · ,K ′}

where yK > 0 is sufficiently small. There is no firing in the time interval (0, yK). Hence, we have

yK(tR) = yK + ν(A(yK)−A(0)) = yK(1 + νȦ(0+)) +O(y2K)

Moreover, equation (2) implies that Ȧ(0+) = m(0+)− βA(0). Using

yk(0
+) =


yFPk if k ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}
yK if k = K

R+ νA(0) if k ∈ {K + 1, · · · ,K ′}
and yFPk (0+) =

{
yFPk if k ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}

R+ νAFP if k = K

we get

m(0+) = mFP(0+)− R+ νA(0)

N
+ yK +

nKν(A(0)−AFP)

N
.

It follows that m(0+) − βA(0) can be made arbitrarily close to ȦFP(0+) − R+νAFP

N when yK and
|A(0)−AFP| are sufficiently small. The Lemma easily follows. □

4.5 Delay-dependent stability in arbitrary large populations

Let K ∈ N and {nk}Kk=1 ∈ NK be given. The equations (1)-(2) of the dynamics imply that

if t 7→
(
{nk, yk(t)}Kk=1, A(t)

)
is a partially synchronized trajectory in the population of

∑K
k=1 nk

oscillators, then for every q ∈ N, the function t 7→
(
{qnk, yk(t)}Kk=1, A(t)

)
is a partially synchronized

trajectory in the population of q
∑K

k=1 nk oscillators, viz. the existence and the coordinates of
partially synchronized trajectories do not depend on the (common) scaling of its cluster sizes.

The results on the stability analysis of partially synchronized periodic orbits are summarized
in the following statement, whose conclusions can be regarded as some extension of Proposition
3.1 to fixed points of the return map asssociated with an arbitrary cluster distribution (with given
relative cluster sizes).

Theorem 4.4. Assume that (8) holds. Given K ∈ N and {nk}Kk=1 ∈ NK , assume that for τ = 0, the
return map in the partially synchronized subspace associated with {nk}Kk=1, of the dynamics of a pop-

ulation of
∑K

k=1 nk DF oscillators, has an exponentially stable fixed point, say
(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP
)
.

Then, the following assertions hold.
(i) There exists q0 ∈ N such that for τ = 0 and every q > q0, the fixed point

(
{qnk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP
)

is unstable with respect to some arbitrarily small perturbations of any of its clusters.
(ii) There exists τ0 ∈ R+

∗ such that for every τ ∈ (0, τ0) and q ∈ N, the return map of the partially
synchronized dynamics with delay τ has a fixed point which is the continuation of

(
{qnk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP
)
.

This continued fixed point is exponentially stable with respect to small perturbations that smear any
of its clusters.
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As an application, we provide in the next section, an example of periodic orbits that fit the
condition of this statement for β sufficiently large, namely the periodic orbits with equi-distributed
repressor concentrations. Evidently, the fully synchronized fixed point also satisfies the assumption
of Theorem 4.4, as already claimed at the begining of Proposition 3.1.7

Proof of Theorem 4.4. The proof decomposes into two parts. The first part establishes the existence
of the continued fixed point for τ > 0 sufficiently small. The second part shows that such return
map fixed points must appropriately satisfy the conditions of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.

For the first part, one preliminary shows that continuity arguments ensure that the conditions of
Claim 2.1 hold for τ sufficiently small and in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of

(
{yFPk }Kk=1, A

FP
)

in (R+)K ; hence the return dynamics in that neighbourhood reduces to a mapping of (R+)K into
itself. Moreover, this map can be obtained as the composition of the maps, each called a firing
map, that bring the system from the state immediately before the firing of the (k+1)th cluster to
the one of the kth cluster. The firing maps write, given a datum

(
{yk}Kk=1, A

)
for which yk+1 = 0

and yk = minℓ̸=k+1 yℓ

y′ℓ =

{
yℓ − yk if ℓ ̸= k + 1

R+ νϕ−τ
m (A)− yk if ℓ = k

and A′ = ϕyk
m (A),

where the expressions (3) and (4) are to be used with respectively

m(t) =
1

N

(
K∑
k=1

nkyk +R+ νϕ−τ
m (A)

)
− t, ∀t ∈ (0, yk) and m(t) =

1

N

K∑
k=1

nkyk − t ∀t ∈ [−τ, 0].

Accordingly, each firing map is differentiable in RK and, together with its derivative, it continuously
depends on τ . Hence, so does the composed return map. The assumption that

(
{nk, y

FP
k }Kk=1, A

FP
)

is an exponentially stable fixed point implies, using the Implicit Function Theorem, that it can be
uniquely continued as an exponentially stable fixed point of the return map for τ ∈ R+

∗ sufficiently
small. The first part of the proof is complete.

The main argument of the second part consists in establishing the following signs for the left
and right limits of the derivative of AFP

τ (where the explicit dependence on τ has been added for
clarity) at each firing

ȦFP
τ (
(
yFPτ,k

)−
) < 0 and ȦFP

τ (
(
yFPτ,k

)+
) > 0 ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.

In order to prove these signs, notice that equation (2) and the fact that ṁ(t) = −1 between two
firings imply that if it happens that Ȧ(t) = 0 for some t between two firings, then this can happen
only once and Ȧ(t) > 0 for all t before (resp. Ȧ(t) < 0 after) that instant. Moreover, equation (9),

or the expression of xi(tR) in Section 2.2.4 implies that, for a fixed point
(
{nk, y

FP
0,k}Kk=1, A

FP
0

)
of

the return map for τ = 0, the activator concentration must be the same at each firing, ie.

AFP
0 (yFP0,k) = AFP

0 , ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}.

Therefore, we must have ȦFP
0 (t) = 0 for some t between any two firings, and then the desired signs

hold for τ = 0. By continuous dependence on τ of the coordinates of the continued fixed point, the
same signs hold for AFP

τ provided that τ is small enough.

7Notice that item (i) in Theorem 4.4 is slightly weaker than the corresponding item in Proposition 3.1 (which
claims that q0 = 1 in this case).
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Together with ȦFP
τ (
(
yFPτ,k

)−
) < 0, the implicit assumption in the continuation argument that

there is no firing in any of the intervals [yFPτ,k − τ, yFPτ,k ], and the fact that the fixed point coor-
dinates do not depend on q imply that the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 hold for the fixed point(
{qnk, y

FP
0,k}Kk=1, A

FP
0

)
, for every q ∈ N. Moreover, the same assumptions hold for the return map

fixed point of the corresponding periodic orbit in every Poincaré section yk = 0, implying stability
with respect to smearing of any cluster.

Together with ȦFP
τ (
(
yFPτ,k

)+
) > 0 and the fact that the fixed point coordinates do not depend

on q, we certainly have

ȦFP
τ (
(
yFPτ,k

)+
) >

R+ νAFP

q
∑K

k=1 nk

,

when q is sufficiently large. In this case, the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 hold, as they do for each
corresponding return map fixed point in every Poincaré section yk = 0. The proof of Theorem is
complete. □

4.6 Application to periodic orbits with equi-distributed repressor concentra-
tions

As a example of application of Theorem 4.4, we consider in this section, return map fixed points
for which the repressor coordinates are equi-distributed among N clusters, more precisely, those
elements (xFP, AFP) ∈ RN+1 such that xFPN = 0, the function m(s) = mFP + s for s ∈ [−τ, 0] and 8

xFPi − xFPi+1 =
R+ νϕ−τ

m (AFP)

N
, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1} and AFP = ϕ

xFP
N−1

m (AFP).

It is immediate to verifiy that the coordinates of (xFP, AFP) are recovered after every firing in the
trajectory, not only under the action of the return map. Moreover, the repressor coordinates are
entirely determined by AFP. For τ = 0, an equation for AFP can be obtained, which can be shown
to have exactly one solution, viz. for each N > 1, there exists a unique N -cluster equi-distributed
fixed point. Moreover, a systematic stability analysis can be achieved for τ = 0, which is rigorous
for N ∈ {2, · · · , 5} and concludes that the fixed point is stable in its partially synchrony subspace,
provided that β is sufficiently large. All these results are presented in the next statement.

Lemma 4.5. (i) For every N ∈ N, N > 1 and τ = 0, there exists a unique fixed point with
equi-distributed repressor coordinates.
(ii) Given R, ν and N ∈ {2, · · · , 5}, there exists βN > 0 such that for every β > βN , the equi-
distributed fixed point is exponentially stable in its proper partially synchronized subspace.

We believe that statement (ii) holds for every N > 1. In order to ensure this property, it
suffices to prove that the expression of the matrix WN defined in the proof below, holds for every
N . Independently, by combining Lemma 4.5 with Theorem 4.4, one immediately obtains the
following conclusion.

Corollary 4.6. Given N ∈ {2, · · · , 5}, assume that (8) holds with β > βN so that for τ = 0, the
equi-distributed fixed point with N clusters is exponentially stable in its proper partially synchronized
subspace.

8By letting xFP
0 = R + νϕ−τ

m (AFP), one could include the synchronized fixed point in this family, that would be
obtained for N = 1.
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(i) There exists qN ∈ N such that for τ = 0 and every q > qN , the fixed point
(
{q, xFPi }Ni=1, A

FP
)
is

unstable with respect to some arbitrarily small perturbations of any of its clusters.
(ii) There exists τN ∈ R+

∗ such that for every τ ∈ (0, τN ) and q ∈ N, the return map of the partially
synchronized dynamics with delay τ has a fixed point which is the continuation of

(
{q, xFPi }Ni=1, A

FP
)
.

This continued fixed point is exponentially stable with respect to small perturbations that smear any
of its clusters.

One can show that the continuation of (xFP, AFP) for τ > 0 has indeed equi-distributed repressor
concentrations. Moreover, recall from Claim 2.1 that τN also depends on the distance between the
repressor concentrations immediately after firings. Hence, even if we assumed that statement (ii)
in Lemma 4.5 held for all N > 1 with supN>1 βN < +∞, we would not be able to ensure that
infN>1 τN > 0. In order words, we do not know whether or not all equidistributed fixed points can
be simultanously stable for some given delay τ > 0.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. (i) As usual, the return map fixed point (xFP, AFP) is assumed to coincide with
the state at t = 0 of the periodic orbit t 7→ (xFP(t), AFP(t)) of the continuous time system. The fixed

point definition implies that there is no firing in the time interval (0, xFPN−1] where x
FP
N−1 =

R+νAFP

N .
Hence, we have

mFP(t) = mFP(0+)−t, ∀t ∈ (0, xN−1] wherem
FP(0+) =

1

N

(
N−1∑
i=1

xFPi +R+ νAFP

)
=

(N + 1)(R+ νAFP)

2N
.

Using (3), the fixed point equation AFP = ϕ
xFP
N−1

mFP (AFP) then rewrites as f(AFP) = 0 where f is
given by the following expression

f(A) =

(
(N + 1)(R+ νA)

2N
− βA+

1

β

)
(1− e−βR+νA

N )− R+ νA

N
.

In particular, we have f(0) = g(βR)
βN where

g(x) =

(
(N + 1)x

2
+N

)
(1− e−

x
N )− x.

Basic calculations yield
g(0) = 0 and g′(x) > 0, ∀x > 0,

hence f(A) > 0 for all A > 0 sufficiently small. Moreover, recall the upper bound Amax = R
β−ν of

the attracting set. We have

f(Amax) = −β(N − 1)Amax

2N
(1− e−β2 Amax

N ) +
1

β
(1− e−β2 Amax

N )− βAmax

N
< 0

because 1− e−x < x for all x > 0. Therefore, the function f must have a zero AFP in the interval
(0, Amax).

In order to prove uniqueness, we successively compute the first and second derivatives of f to
obtain

f ′′(A) =
βν

N

(
2(ν − β)− βν

N

(
(N + 1)(R+ νA)

2N
− βA

))
e−βR+νA

N .

Since β > ν > νN+1
2N , the expression inside the parenthesis is increasing, viz. the sign of f ′′ can

only change once in [0, Amax], from negative to positive. Together with the facts that f(0) > 0 and
f(Amax) < 0, this implies that f crosses 0 only once in this interval.
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(ii) As in [4], the finite-dimensional return dynamics (that takes place in the neighbourhod of
(xFP, AFP)) can be regarded as the composition of the following variation of the firing maps intro-
duced at the begining at the proof of Theorem 4.4

x′i =

{
R+ νA− xN−1 if i = 1
xi−1 − xN−1 if i ∈ {2, · · · , N − 1} and A′ = ϕ

xN−1
m (A), (12)

More precisely, the local stability of (xFP, AFP) can be obtained from the spectrum of the product
of the derivatives of this map along the elements of the corresponding periodic orbit. However,
since (xFP, AFP) is a fixed point of this firing map, one actually has to evaluate the spectrum of
MN

N where MN is the derivative of (12) evaluated at (xFP, AFP) with

m(t) = m(0+)− t =
1

N

(
N−1∑
i=1

xi +R+ νA

)
− t for ∈ (0, xN−1].

From (3) and m(t) = m(0+)− t, we have

ϕt
m(A) = Ae−βt +

(
m(0+)

β
+

1

β2

)
(1− e−βt)− t

β
,

which yields

∂xiϕ
xN−1
m (A) =


1−e−βxN−1

βN if i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 2}(
m(0+) + 1

β − βA
)
e−βxN−1 − 1

β + 1−e−βxN−1

βN if i = N − 1

and

∂Aϕ
xN−1
m (A) = e−βxN−1 +

ν(1− e−βxN−1)

βN
.

Evaluating these quantities at (xFP, AFP) and expanding in 1
β , one gets that the derivative MN

writes

MN = UN +
1

β
VN + o(

1

β
),

where UN and VN are the following N ×N matrices

UN =



0 · · · · · · 0 −1 ν
1 0 · · · 0 −1 0

0 1
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 · · · 0 1 −1 0
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0


and VN =



0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
1
N · · · · · · 1

N −N−1
N

ν
N


.

Accordingly, we have

MN
N = WN + o(

1

β
) where WN := UN

N +
1

β

N−1∑
k=1

Uk
NVNUN−1−k

N .
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For N ∈ {2, · · · , 5}, we have checked that WN writes

WN =



1− (N−1)ν
Nβ

ν
Nβ · · · · · · ν

Nβ −ν(1− ν
Nβ )

ν
Nβ 1− (N−1)ν

Nβ
ν

Nβ · · · ν
Nβ −ν(1− ν

Nβ )

ν
Nβ

ν
Nβ

. . .
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

. . . ν
Nβ

...
ν

Nβ · · · · · · ν
Nβ 1− (N−1)ν

Nβ −ν(1− ν
Nβ )

1
Nβ · · · · · · · · · 1

Nβ − (N−1)ν
Nβ


.

The eigenvectors of WN and its eigenvalues can be readily obtained. Firstly, notice that

UN (ν, · · · , ν, 1)T = VN (ν, · · · , ν, 1)T = 0,

hence WN (ν, · · · , ν, 1)T = 0 too. Moreover, WN clearly has the following N − 2 eigenvectors

(1,−1, 0, · · · , 0)T , (1, 0,−1, 0, · · · , 0)T , · · · , (1, 0, · · · , 0,−1, 0, 0)T , (1, 0, · · · , 0,−1, 0)T ,

(or explicitly (vk)i = δi,1 − δi,k for i, k ∈ {2, · · · , N − 1}) and the corresponding eigenvalue is equal
to 1 − ν

β in each case. Finally, the remaining eigenvector writes (Nβ − ν, 0, · · · , 0, 1)T and the
corresponding eigenvalue is also equal to 1− ν

β . Therefore, the spectrum of WN lies inside the unit

disk; hence so does the spectrum of MN
N when β is sufficiently large. Statement (ii) is proved. □

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have presented an extended mathematical analysis of the dynamics of the model
introduced in [18] of DF oscillators coupled via a common activator, with emphasis on the stability
with respect to out-of-sync perturbations depending on the delay in activator synthesis. After
a study of the basic properties of the flow associated with the equations (1)-(2), the analysis has
firstly considered the case of fully synchronized trajectories and then has adressed arbitrary partially
synchronized periodic orbits.

The most significant outcome of this endeavour is that the stability of periodic orbits abruptly
changes when the delay is switched on. From an unstable solution, the orbit immediately becomes
asymptotically stable with respect to small perturbations that smear its clusters.

While this change of behaviour appears to be spectacular, it can be readily apprehended from
the general criteria of Section 4 (which themselves can be intuited from the expression (9) of the
return map) together with the profile of the activator concentration close to firing, in the periodic
orbit. More precisely, Lemma 4.2 about stability requires that AFP(·), as a function of time, be
decreasing immediately before firing. Lemma 4.3 about instability needs that the derivative of this
function be positive and sufficiently large immediately after firing.

Notice that, according to the original equation (1)–(2), both properties should be commmon
features of the periodic orbits in this system, as illustrated for the synchronized trajectory in the
left panel of Fig. 2. Indeed, the variation of the vector field acting on A must be locally minimal
immediately before any firing (because m decreases between two consecutive firings) and firings
trigger sudden increases of this vector field.

Finally, we believe that these stylized features and the accompanying rapid change in stability
extend to more general, smooth models of DF oscillators with similar ingredients, especially when
firings occur on very short time scales and the corresponding reset values are impacted by some
delay in the activator synthesis. Such extensions could be the subject of future studies.
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A Lipschitz continuity of the return map

Let N ∈ N and τ > 0 be given. Consider an initial datum (x, A[−τ,0]) in the section xN = 0,
∥A|[−τ,0]∥0 < Amax and maxx < xN (0+) = tR = R + νA(−τ), so that the trajectory lies in the
attracting set Q and the order in which the oscillators fire remains the same starting from t = 0.
Assume also that A[−τ,0] is Lipschitz continuous, with maximal Lipschitz constant βAmax when in
Q (see the proof of Claim 2.3 above).

Given another datum (x′, A′
[−τ,0]) with the same constraints, let t′R be the first return time to

the section xN = 0. We have the following statement

Lemma A.1. In addition to the assumptions above on (x, A[−τ,0]) and (x′, A′
[−τ,0]), assume that

maxx < t′R if t′R ≤ tR and maxx′ < tR if tR ≤ t′R.

Then, there exists L ∈ R+ (which is independent of the data) such that we have

max
{
∥x(tR)− x′(t′R)∥N−1, ∥A|[tR−τ,tR] −A′|[t′R−τ,t′R]

∥0
}
≤ Lmax

{
∥x− x′∥N−1, ∥A|[−τ,0] −A′|[−τ,0]∥0

}
.

Proof. Estimate of ∥A|[tR−τ,tR] − A′|[t′R−τ,t′R]
∥0: We have tR − t′R = ν(A(−τ) − A′(−τ)). Using

(3), we consider the following decomposition similar to the one in the proof of statement (ii) of
Proposition 3.1

A(tR − t)−A′(t′R − t) =A(tR − t)(1− e−β(t′R−tR)) +

(
A(0)−A′(0) +

∫ tR∧t′R−t

0
eβs(m(s)−m′(s))ds

+

∫ tR∨t′R−t

tR∧t′R−t
eβsm(s)ds

)
e−β(t′R−t)

for t ∈ [−τ, 0], where

m :=

{
m if tR > t′R

−m′ if tR < t′R

That A(t), A′(t) are uniformly bounded implies the same property for t′R and m,m′. Together with
the expression of tR− t′R above, this implies that the modulus of the first, second and last terms in
the above decomposition can be controlled by ∥A|[−τ,0] − A′|[−τ,0]∥0. For the remaining term, we
need to control |m(s)−m′(s)| for s ∈ [0, tR ∧ t′R − t]. Notice that each oscillator fires at most once
in this interval. Hence, we have

xi(s)− x′i(s) =

{
xi − x′i if s ≤ xi ∧ x′i

ν(A(xi − τ)−A′(x′i − τ)) + xi − x′i if s > xi ∨ x′i

Accordingly, outside the intervals [xi ∧x′i, xi ∨x′i], the quantity |m(s)−m′(s)| is certainly bounded
by

ν

N

N−1∑
i=1

|A(xi − τ)−A(x′i − τ)|+ ν

N

N−1∑
i=1

|A(x′i − τ)−A′(x′i − τ)|+ 1

N

N−1∑
i=1

|xi − x′i|

≤ L1∥x− x′∥N−1 + ν∥A|[−τ,0] −A′|[−τ,0]∥0
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for some L1 ∈ R+ sufficiently large, where, in addition to the fact that A is Lipschitz continuous
on R+, for those xi, x

′
i ∈ (0, τ ], the second inequality also relies on the assumption that A|[−τ,0] is

Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, inside the intervals [xi ∧ x′i, xi ∨ x′i], the quantity |m(s) −m′(s)|
is uniformly bounded because the corresponding trajectories are in Q. There are at most N − 1
such intervals whose length is bounded by ∥x− x′∥N−1. Altogether, the arguments here prove the
existence of L2, L3 ∈ R+ (which do not depend on (x, A[−τ,0]) and (x′, A′

[−τ,0]) when in Q) such
that

∥A|[tR−τ,tR] −A′|[t′R−τ,t′R]∥0 ≤ L2∥x− x′∥N−1 + L3∥A|[−τ,0] −A′|[−τ,0]∥0.

Estimate of ∥x(tR) − x′(t′R)∥N−1: Assume that tR ≤ t′R, the other case can be treated similarly.
Consider the decomposition

xi(tR)− x′i(t
′
R) = xi(tR)− x′i(tR) + x′i(tR)− x′i(t

′
R).

The assumptions maxx,maxx′ < tR imply that all oscillators in both trajectories must have fired
once when at instant tR. Accordingly, the first difference can be controlled using the same estimate
as above in the case s > xi∨x′i. Moreover, all oscillators with x′i > 0 have not fired a second time at
instant t′R. Hence, we have x

′
i(tR)−x′i(t

′
R) = t′R−tR which is also well under control. Altogether, this

proves that a similar estimate as for ∥A|[tR−τ,tR] −A′|[t′R−τ,t′R]∥0 holds for ∥x(tR)− x′(t′R)∥N−1.
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